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Gallegos, Serrano Take Top Posts;
Tvvo of Three Anlend01ents Pass
Steve Sandoval

JoeCavareua

Dsnis/ Ds/gado cssts his bsllot Wsdnssdsyin the ASUNM Gensrsl
E/sction.
·

Work-Study May Stay
At 1981 Summer Level
.. If we get what we expect, it will
just make up the difference in the
The number of work-study jobs federal funds and we can maintain
given to University of New Mexico the same number of work-study
students this summer is expected to students as last year," said
be the same as last summer. even if Chartier.
there is a cutback in federal funds.
The amount of the federal
allocation
is usually released in
Dorothy Chartier, assistant
March.
Chartier
said if she did. not
director of student financial aid and
know
the
amount
by the first week
career planning and placement, said
of
April,
she
would
go ahead and
she expected a 12 percent cutback in
budget
hours
based
oillastsummer.
work study funds. Last year, UNM
Chartier said she budgeted by
received $1.9 million. If the 12
percent cutback is made, UNM will hours last summer instead of by
students. ••we used about 14,()(){)
lose more than $230,000.
hours of work per pay period," she
Chartier said that she hopes to said, which is equivalent to about
make up the difference in federal 350 students working 20 hours a
funds with money from the $1 week.
million work-study bill that was
If the 12•percent cutback is not
passed by the New Mexico made in the federal funds, Chartier
Legislature. The amount of money said she might be able to increase
UNM will receive has not been the amotint of work SttidY
available.
released yet.
Catherine Jones

Michael Gallegos and Dan
Serrano captured the ASUNM
president and vice president's
position in Wednesday's ASUNM
elections.
Gallegos, a 23-year-old senior,
beat Vince Baca, Donny Martinez
and Randy Knapton in the race for
the top ASl.JNM position, while
Serrano beat his lone opponent,
Francisco Lopez, in the vice
president's race.
About 2550, 14.2 per cent of all
undergraduates, voted.
The uncertified totals show
Gallegos captured 1071 votes, 300
.votes ahead of his nearest competitor Knapton with 771 ·votes.
Baca and Martinez received 267 and
240 votes respectively.
In the vice president's race,
Serrano captured 1253 votes to
Lopez's843.
Two of the three amendments
also on the ballot passed, while the
two referenda considering New
Mexico Public Interest Research
Group were both defeated.
Constitutional amendments
require two-thirds of the amendment's total vote for passage, under
Article 9 of the ASUNM Con.
stitution.
Amendment one·; the conflict of
interest amendment. failed by a 795
to 644 vote. 950 votes would have
been necessary for passage.
Amendment two, which called
for expanding the membership pool
of the Student Standards and
Grievance Committee, passed by a
907-371 vote.
Amendment four, changing the
composition of the New Mexico
Union Board, passed 810 to 343.
The NMPIRG atitonomy and
additional funding referenda both
failed by 742•673 and 709-690
margins respectively.
Twelve candidates sought twelve
senate seats. The two lowest vote
getters will serve half terms; the
other ten will serve full terms of two
semesters.
Vote totals were: Danny Ortiz,
107-7; Timothy LeDay, 1027;
Denise Cordova, 960; Annette
Hatch, 952; Kim Rogers, 941;
Lawrence Roybal, 934; Pete
Shams-Avari,
836; Abelino
Gabaldon, 774; John Sprague, 740;
Manuel Casias, 719; Eugene'
Moffett, 708 and Paul Vassallo,
696.
Write-in candidates Andy Carter
·and Les Yamato received 216 and
117 votes respectively.

Four out of 35 ASUNM budget
allocations failed. The four were:
Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano de
Aztlan, $3200, by a 478-423 vote;
National
Chicano
Health
Organization, $4370.60, 486-378;
Panhellenic Council, $3025, 483405 and Delta Sigma Pi Business
Fraternity, $2700, 474-363.
Budget allocations that passed
were: ASUNM General Government, $5640; Lobby Committee,
$9227; Book Co-op, $7230.70; SUB
Entertainment, $8220; Cultural
Committee, $25 ,000; UNM Child
Care Co-op, $21 ,500; Speakers
Committee, $15,000; NMPIRG
$8000; International Center,
$12,856.10;
Film
Committee,
$10,402.40; ASA Gallery, $5480;
AGORA, $9500; Student Travel
Center, $4767; Crafts Area, $6000;
Fiesta Committee, $6400; Student
Veterans Association, $4432.85;
Student Engineers Board, $4500;
Residence
Hall
Student
Association, $2600; Returning
Students Association, $3588. 78;
Estudiantes por Ia Cultura, $3800;
Kiva Club, $3200; Black Student
Union, $3700; Association of
Accounting Students, $1245;
Interfraternity Council, $3400;
Presidential Scholars Club, $1440;
UNM Anthropology Society,
$2000; · UNM
Pre•Medical
Professions Club, $4241; Women
in Management, $900; American
Marketing Association, $1500 and
Economics Student Council $1058.
Gallegos thanked all supporters
and said he was "grateful for this
responsibility and accept it with
honor and pride."
"I'm ecstatic about the opportunities that lie before us as
students," Gallegos said. "We have
the potential for great things."
"J am committed to fulfill the
goals I have set,'' Gallegos said.
''During the next year 1 see the
University of New Mexico being
one of the most exciting campuses
in the nation."
Serrano, a 23-year•old junior
majoring in political science, also
thanked all his friends and supporters and said be plans to stick by
his campaign slogan of putting
student government to work for the
students.
"I intend· to live up to that
campaign slogan," Serrano said.
11
The students in the future will
remember that Dan Serrano said he
was going to keep ASUNM on a
productive path and did it."
"My office will be open to
continued on psge5

MICHAEL GALLEGOS

DAN SERRANO

Controversy Mars
Student Elections;
Complaints Filed
Cathy Renfro
Manuel Franco
Wednesday's ASUNM
election was marked by several
controversies, some of which
may delay its certification.
continued on psge 5

Stiffer Admissions Policy To Be Implemented Next Year
was important to take an action
that underscored the importance of
When University or New Mexico college ptepartory courses. If the
President William E. "Bud" Davis University is successful in getting
leaves UNM, he wili be leaving the message across to the combehind a new admissions policy for munity as to what a proper
beginning freshmen tbat requites a preparation is for college, then we
hope to see a decline ill college
stronger academic background.
Davis' suggestion to the general freshmen having to take the
faculty to enhance . admissions· University Skills courses/' Weaver
policies will be hnplemented this said.
Undet the new Policy, all infall, said Dean or Admissions and
Records Robert Weaver.
coming freshmen must have
ln recent years, more students graduated from an accredited high
have been needing the remedial school with a grade average of cor
courses, Weaver said. The ad- better or have scored adequately on
mission policy changes were made equivalency examinations if not a
becatise "the University decided it high school graduate.
Catherine Jones

!

"

In addition to meeting the one
general requirement, freshmen
must also satisfy one of the
following three requirements.
The first requirement is completing 13 units of high school
classes with a C average or better.
The 13 units include four units of
English,
three
units·
of
matheltlati.cs, and two units each of
nattiral science, social science, and
two tinits of a language other than
English.
lf a student applying for ad•
mission to the University College
cannot
meet
the
13•unit
requirement, they may qualify for
admission based on the forll\ula

method. The ·formula method is a
combination of the student's high
school academic performance and
their performance on the standardized
college
entrance
examinations.
"The level of the formula will be
irttensified over a period of time,
probably over the .next five to eight
years," said Weaver. "The formula
serves as a safety for the senior or
junior who can't get those 13
units."
'

Anyone who does not meet the 13
units or formulas requirements
might be admitted based on the
special admissions policy. A

subcommittee of the Committee on
Admissions and Registration
reviews applicants who failed to
meet the other requirements.
The
special
admissions
requirement was set up to help
returning students, students with
disabilities, students without a high
school diploma and students in
fields which He outside the specified
subject matter areas. These
students must still meet the C
average'
or
equivalency
examinations standard.
"No more than S percent or the
freshman class may be admitted in
the special admission category,"
said Weaver.

Think things are tough?
Even Republicans are saying,

w 0 rId News

by United Press lnternotional

New Mexico
Union
.
Food Service

Right-Wing Parties Win Election
Ousting Moderates in El Salvador

0

HARCOURT BRACE JOVANOVICH, INC.

Time Is
Running Out

~TEST

PREPARATION
BOOKS

SAN SALVADOR, El Salv.ador
- El Salvador's final election tally
gave five righHving parties ab·
solute control over a new assembly
Wednesday, dealing a sharp blow
to U.S. hopes for a moderate
government.
In Washington, President
Reagan hailed the voter turnout twice as large as officials bad hoped
for -as evidence that Salvadorans
had overwhemingly rejected the
leftist guerrillas fighting in their
name.
But officials refused to discuss
American policy in the event thai
extreme right-wing parties oust the
moderate U.S.-backed Christian
Democrats and form El Salvador's
next government, as seems likely.
Final though still unofficial
returns from Sunday's election gave
only 24 of the new constituent
assembly's 60 seats to President
Jose Napoleon Duarte's ruling
Christian Democrats.
Five right-wing parties Jed by the

He war.ned the rightists that
National Republic Alliance · of
Roberto D' aubuisson together Salvadorans would "lose faith" in
captured 36 seats giving them a government that does not include
control of the government if they moderates and said, "If you lose
faith in democracy you have to find
can negotiate a coalition.
The five parties have already other ways to change things, and
announced their intention to do then Ood save this country."
that and their determination to
Election Commission President
exclude the Christian Democrats Jorge Bustamante said final returns
and reject the social and political showed 1.2 million Salvadorans
reforms pressed by the United voted in the election for the conStates.
stituent assembly, which will name
Because the rightist parties an interim government, write a new
campaigned separately,
the constitution and set a date for
Christian Democrats received the presidential elections.
largest number of votes of any
The figure meant that leftist
party - 429,247 votes or 40.7 guerrillas who tried to disrupt the
percent of valid ballots in the final voting with attacks and threats only
tally.
kept an estimated 300,000
Julio Rey Prendes, the party's Salvadorans from voting.
secretary-general, warned excluding
In Washington, Reagan said
the Christian Democrats from the turnout "under such difficult
next government could plunge El conditions"
showed
that
Salvador into violence even worse Salvadorans
have
"clearly
than the fighting that has already repudiated violence and voiced
claimed 30,000 lives during the past their commitment to a democratic
three. years.
future."
But officials also have expressed
concern the United States might be
forced to halt aid to EJ Salvador if
the next government is headed by
D'aubisson, who has been linked to
right-wing death squads and was
described by former U.S.
Ambassador Robert White as a
"pathological killer."

"1 continually look for authentic, home-:
style Mexican cuisine; we have an excellent restaurant right on campus, the
Casa Del Sol."
Paul Vassallo, Dean of Libracy Services

"We make three different
soups daily and I insist on
them being homemade."
Phil Watts,
Food Service Chef.

GOODI
"I made a New Year's resolution to go one
day without a bag of freshly popped
popcorn from ·the Country Store. Gues$
what was broken first7"
Fred Perez, Director Intramurals

All new 1981 Editions!

"I am the biggest doughnut
fan in the world. The chocolate covered doughnuts at
the Union are terrific."
Juli Vassallo, Freshman,
Croswell, Michigan

Practice tests iden!icalto actual tests
1n format scope. 11me frame and level
of difflcully lo ~nsure your .exam-readl·
ness. All quest10ns are answered 1n
·cfelail.
Complete review malenal1n each
book. plus many new features never
before included 1n a test prepara11on
book.

"Soft serve yogurt is my
favorite."
Karen Gallegos, Senior,
~oswell, N.M.

"In addition to making 75
dozen doughnuts daily, I
like to do special event
cakes."
Joe Chavez,
...... ,
Bakery Supervisor

UNM Bookstore

"At restaurants you have to pay a set
amount for a salad bar. The Union's salad
bar lets you build your own by the
ounce."
Charlene Herrmann, Alumni Office

"They'll inake an omelette
just about any way you
want it in the Omlette Shop.
My favorite is green chile,
cheese, and olives topped'
with Spanish sauce."
Julie Petrocco, Junior,
Glenwood Springs, Colo.

If yo~'re a se!lior and have th~ promise of a $10,000 career-oriented job, do you know
what s stoppmg you from gettmg the American Express• Card?
You guessed it.
Nothing.
BecauseAmerican Express believes in yourfuture. But more than that. We believe
in you now. And we're proving it.
A $10,000 job promise. That's it. No strings. No gimmicks. And this offer is
even good for 12 months atter you. graduate.
Bur why do you need the American Express Card now?
First of ~II, it's a good way to begin to establish your credit history. And you
know chats tmportant.
. Of course, the Card !s also good for travel, restaurants, and shopping for things
!tke a n~ stereo or fumtture. And because the Card is recognized and welcomed
\mrldwtde, so are you.
-. & call for a Special Student Application
or look for one at your college bookstore or on
campus bulletin boards.
The American Express Carel. Don't leave
school without it:-

Call today fOr an application:
800-528-8000.

i
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"My favorite are the fresh
apples at the Country Store.
·,1 can grab an apple and a
sandwich and be on my way
to class in no time."
Lisa Valdez, Part~tirne Staff,
Food Service

·"They make five different
varieties of bagels with great
cream cheeses." .
Celeste Fryczynski,
Petoskey, Michigan

"You can get ham, turkey,
roast beef or avocado slices
with three "vege" toppings
and cucumber-sour cream·
dressing on the pita bread
sandwich for $.99."
Nadine Guillen, Junior,
Espanola

tried to eat just one
chocolate covered doughnut
hole; couldn't do it, ate a
dozen!"
Laura Jarmillo, Senior,
"Albuquerque

--.
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"The new Crispa Tortilla with melted
cheese, salsa, lettuce, tomatoes, and
chopped chili peppers in the Casa Del Sol
js excellent."
Clarence Montoya, Senior, Albuquerque
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•

~
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"I like a full luncheon plate.
The Union has a choice of
three daily specials from
$2.50 to $2.95." ·
Felicia Fortune, Senior,
Albuquerque

<

!'

"The old fashioned butcher shop meat
counter case really lets you pick out the
makings for your favorite sandwich at
the Deli."
Gary Golden, Asst. Dean of Students

1'11~~·
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Editorial

DOONESBURY

Same Old Election Blues
Every year, since goodness-knows-when, the new
ASUNM administration comes in amid a flurry of
complaints and accusations. Last fall ballot stuffing
was suspected. The spring before that everyone
thought everyone else had cheated on their expenditure limits. By the time the election commission
gets around to certifying the results the losers are
screaming for the election to be declared invalid.
This year is no different. Everyday for at least the
next two weeks you'll hear about another allegation.
But this time the candidates won't be accusing each
other as much as complaining about the way the
election was run.
For e~ample:
'The highest vote geUer on the ASUNM budget
received fewer than half as many votes as were cast in
the election. Most students we spoke to that said they
forgot to vote on the budget said they would have had
someone reminded them the budget items were on

by Garry Trudeau

MAY I HAVB lH£3

LASTSl/lJE,.PLCA5e?
.• THANK you.

the back side of the ballot,
•several hundred voters voted for an amendment
that didn't exist.
'Some students could not vote on the amendments
because there was either a very vague description of
the amendment available or there was no explanation
at all,
The blame can't be laid solely on this year's elections commission although certainly they have the
potential to cure the election ills. No, the credit for the
consistently ill-run elections goes to a history of
ASUNM administrations who have failed to establish
firm logical guidelines for the elections,
Every year ttle. election is run differently and a
different set of problems emerge, It's time to set those
guidelines so that we can at least determine what
problems are created by the candidates and what
problems are created by a weak election code.'

/

An Argentinean architect will
conduct an open seminar on women
in architecture Monday from 4 to S
p.m. at the University of New
Mexico School of Architecture and
Planning, room 119.
Susana Torre was. curator and
project director of the exhibit
"Women in Architecture," which
opened at the Brooklyn Museum in

program surpasses instruction at any local dance
studios. The sudents, as consumers of education, are
entitled to this quality instruction and having classes
cancelled as a result of space shortages, is an undeniable 'rip-off.

College Rating Scores Explained
Editor:
Apparently President Davis did not learn form his
entanglement with the "Sixty Minutes"' people
concerning Lobogate. Don't cover up the facts.
The New York Times Selective Guide to Colleges
was reasonable, and perhaps generous in giving the
university two out of the possible five stars for
academics.
The stars are not referring to entry levels, as Davis
stated, but as the Daily Lobo outlined in the second
paragraph of Tuesday's front page article, the two
stars are given for academics, which for some institutions is a priority, and some it is not A!lreed, the

university has shown signs of improvement; unfortunately, if Reagan has his way, improvements in
the quality of education will come to a screeching halt.
Before action is taken on a problem, the actors must
accept and admit that the problem exists. In the long
run this institution will fare better if the outgoing
president and the incoming president face reality and
avoid the coverup syndrome employed by figureheads
everywhere.
It's a long way from two stars over the Rio Grande
to five stars over the Charles .. ,
Elizabeth Carr

Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity Exists without 'Pledges'
Editor:
Your article on Fraternity GPAs,in the March 25th
issue, is much appreciated by the 'Greek' community.
I believe it will help other students to see that
Fraternities are not the stereotyped beer-drinking
women-chasers they think we are. However, I would
like to point out that Lambda Chi Alpha does not have
pledges. We are very proud of the pioneering role that
our national Fr-aternity has played in developing a

system of associate membership which stresses the
equality of both initiated and non-initiated members.
We would like all students to know that we have
abandoned pledgeship and hazing and look for out
members to prove their manhood by their willingness
to participate in constructive Fraternity activities and
be useful members of the University community.
Scott Schrader
Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity

ihe New Mulco Dally I.Obo is published Moriday
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through F'rfday e~cry :regular week or 'ihe tJnivcrsily
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everyone and I invite everyone to
come in and put their input in,
because they are part of ASUNM,''
Serrano said.
Certification of the election may
be delayed because of a formal
complaint filed by ASUNM
Attorney General Gary Gordon
against the Elections Commission.
The complaint states that the
commission allegedly deceived

voters by announcing that a voting
booth would be placed at Farris
Engineering Center. A box was
placed there for approximately 40
minutes.
Poll worker Phil Hernandez
warned voters their votes might rtot
count if casted a( th.at st<1tion.
Elections Commission Chairman
Elven Romero impo11nded the
ballots in that box. He said the
votes already cast would be
counted, but no other votes would

be cast there.
The impounded box was
originally at the Anthropology
Building but was moved to Farris
Engineering at the direction of
ASUNM President Mike Austin,
However, Romero said he impounded the box because he said
Austin did not have the authority to
take the action he did. A11stin said
he was not
sure he had the
authority to take the action, but
"there was a .lot of urgency at the

Ballroom of the Four Seasons of Zimmerman Library.
Motor Inn.
The Friends of the UNM
is
a non-profit
At 6 p.m. Dominici is sc.heduled Libraries
to formally present his political organization which conducts a
papers to the UNM General Library variety of projects aimed at helping
in a brief ceremony in the Clinton the UNM General Library in
P. Anderson Room in the west wing acquiring needed materials.

Argentinean Architect To Speak at Seminar

Dance Program Found Excellent
Penny McClure

continued from page 1

U.S. Sen. Pete Domenici,
chairman of the Senate Budget
Committee, will be the featured
speaker when the Friends of the
.University of New Mexico Libraries
host their 19th annual dinner
Monday at 7 p.m. in the Cotillion
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WASHINGTON - Nothing is as it once seemed. Ronald Reagan
can tolerate budget deficits. Gasoline prices can fluctuate. Miniskirts are making a comeback.
Meanwhile, many women proclaim that "there are no good men
around anymore" and they're tired of coaching rejects. An author
on the NBC "Today" program adds that, as a rule, men lie a lot. It's
no wonder so many guys are drowning their insecurities With their
friend, Mr. Pac-Man.
Yet, to brighten up their days many others are dousing themselves
with male cosmetics. From what we can determine, men of the 80s
are finding that there is something reassuring in the purchase and
splash of grooming products.
After years of limiting themselves to a dab of Crest and a spritz of
Old Spice, men are annually gobbling up nearly a billion dollars'
worth of balms, bronzers, rinses and tales.
Even the cosmetics industry is puzzled by the increased importance of skin texture, hair pH and cuticle health in men's lives.
For years, cosmetics experts have been trying to harness male vanity
and steer it toward the bank. Until now, however, they've been
unsuccessful at coming up with either the right products or the right
consumer selling points.
Then, last week, we saw a magazine ad proclaiming: "In just one
soaping, this man's skin will start living better." Something clicked.
In forays into friends' bathrooms, who hasn't inadvertently
discovered a strangely stylish black bar of soap in a special dish71t's
the kind of soap that's priced like Turtle Wax but works like Dial.
Though some people will do anything to improve the "quality of
life," a soap-on-a-rope is about the furthest we'll ever go.
But one friend of ours was apparently serious when he admitted,
"Frankly, you could really use a scent." So, to amuse him, we
headed for the nearest department store to sample the wide variety
of marginally kinky-sounding colognes. Once at the counter, we
sampled a bottle embossed with a feisty little tiger and listened to
the saleswoman announce the pending arrival of a new "Dolly
Parton-endorsed skin tightener for men."
We passed up a long line of sexual fragrances, known as
pheromenes, which . are scientifically concocted to bring out the
"territorial instinct" in men (something, we suppose, compatible in
women), We'd heard that one such hormonal essence, manufactured in England, was disrupting the menstrual cycles of women
who'd fallen under its spell. No, thanks, we told our.anxious friend,
we'd rather just smell bad.
(Yet, not everyone is so discriminating. We know one contemporary who foolishly applies sunless tanning cream to his neck
and face. He dares not roll up his sleeves in public.)
Of course, drug store shelves have carried "bronzers" and other
pricey scents fot some time. And we'd always assumed they were
meant for women. Now at social gatherings we find certain
acquanintances eager to declaim on the moisturizing properties of
"aloe'' and. spot others grdOmed in the style of the Gentlemen's
Quarterly cover boys.
It's easy to understand the appeal of wearing a stylish brand-name
product, be it Sassoon or L.L. Bean. Ouite simply, brand-name
product~ help people feel rich and attached. And similarly, the male
cosment1cs craze stems less from an interest in buying something
good for yourself than from a desire merely to buy something.
But if men are scared by the changing natu're of the world, lining
up for cosmetics and other grooming !!ids won't help. After all, once
the Roman centurians of old discovered the benefits of scents and
oils, Emperor Nero began fiddling,
·
In the meantime, we'te preparing ourselves for the first slew of
men's service magazines spawned in the wake of good grooming.
They're bound to feature stories such lis "Surveys show men just as
vain as women," "Fear of old age grips stronger se~ "and "How to
get rid of those wrinkled old knuckles."
'
That news will be fat more depressing than anything that makes
us leer at tomorrow.
•

~lt•.xim

i)nilr Lohn. April I, lflH2

-Winners---------------------

Friends Dinner Features Domenici

Letters

Editor:
In response to the article concerning Flamenco
classes in March 11th issue, I would like to voice my
support for UNM's dance program. I have taken
classes offered by the dance program. These classes
were excellently taught and were well worth the time
and effort. The quality of dance instruction of the

I

.5, i'i<•w

1977 and edited the book which
complemented
the exhibition,
Women in American Architecture:
A Historic and Contempory
Perspective.
She has also worked with the
Department of Architecture and
Design of the Museum Art and the
State University of New York,

time .. , ,and it seemed like the
most logical thing to do at the
time.'!
Romero said the commission can
certify the results if they "see that
people clearly wln." However, he
said, ASUNM C'hief Justice Jeff

Luster can decide not to swear in
the results, which would delay the
official certification.
Luster said the electio.n would
not be certified until all complaints
are heard .

Geology Lectures Scheduled
To Explore Tectonics' Effects
Two geology lectures will be
given April 8 and 9 in Northrop
Hall by Dr. Robert J, Weimer, the
Getty Professor of Geological
Engineering at the Colorado School
of Mines.
Although both talks are free and
open to the public, they are
technical in nature and are
primarily intended for geologists
and students of geology and related
fields.

Petroleum Exploration." April 9 at
noon in Room 340, he will speak on
"Relation
of Unconformities,
Tectonics and Sea Level Changes
Creiaceous,
Western Interior,
USA.''
His talks are being sponsor~d by
the UNM geology department.

April 8 at II a.m. in Room 122,
Weimer will speak on "lntrabasin
The seminar, free and open to the Tectonics and Sedimentation in
public, is sponsored by the School
of Architecture and Planning, the
Graduate Architecture Students
Association, the UNM Women's
Center, Albuquerque Chapter 82 of
the National Association of
Women in Construction and the
Albuquerque
Conservation
Association.

--Controversy-----------------continued from page 1

by "the independent residents" of
Alvarado, Coronado, Hokona,
ASUNM Attorney General Gary Laguna/De Vargas, Santa Ana and
Gordon said Wednesday he has Santa Clara dormitories.
filed a formal complaint against the
No one could be found who knew
ASUNM Elections Commission for who the "independent residents"
not having a ballot box stationed were. The action breaks dormitory
near the Farris Engineering Center. rules as well as ASUNM election
Gordon's complaint charges that rules which require prior approval
the Commission acted illegally by the Elections Commision before
when it supposedly advertised that distribution of election literature.
a ballot box would be located near
Presidential candidate Randy
the engineering center.
Knapton said he has not filed a
ASUNM Student Court Chief complaint about the literature.
Justice Jeff Luster said he has Knapton's pollwatcher, Eric
received Gordon's complaint and Maddy, said he filed the complaint.
will try to set a hearing for early
A ballot box was impounded by
Romero Wednesday afternoon
next week.
Luster said that according to after it was moved from its original
ASUNM law, the election will not location in front of the
be certified until after the hearing Anthropology Building to a
when all charges of possible location just northeast of the
election misconduct are heard,
engineering center.
ASUNM Elections Commission
Romero said he impounded the
Chairman Elven Romero said the ballots because ASUNM .President
Commission decided last Thursday Mike Austin ordered the box to be
not to have a ballot box near the moved "without my authority."
engineering center because only 53 Romero's action came after he
people voted at the center in last received complaints .about the move
from Gallegos and ASUNM Vice
semester's ASUNM election.
Romero said he "may have been President Bill Littlefield.
Romero said all the votes in the
wrong" in using last semester's
count to decide if a polling station impounded ballot box would be
counted.
should be placed there.
He said the Commission may file
Gordon's accusations "are
groundless," Romero said. "The a formal complaint against Randy
Commission administers the Knapton for possibly exceeding his
election and can do what it wants campaign expense limit.
Knapton said he was not aware
within reason. And I feel this was
of the complaint against his
within reason."
A formal complaint has also been campaign expenses.
"I saw members of the comfiled with the ASUNM Elections
Commission concerning the mission off and on all day and they
distribution of possibly· illegal never mentioned anything about
campaign literature found in the campaign expenses," Knapton
said.
dormitories Wednesday morning.
Knapton said he questioned
The uncertified literature, which
urged dorm residents to support election procedures used at La
Michael G~llegos for ASUNM Posada dining hall.
Ballots were not available at the
president and Dan Serrano for vice
president, states that it was printed La Posada polling station for a

·chicano Papers Deadline Extended
Sjlonsors for the special Chicano
Undergraduate Forum at the
University of New Mexico have
announced that the deadline for
submission of academic papers has
beert extended to April22.
Due to the extension, the forum
now will consist of a single•day
presentation of nine papers.
Submissions may be on arty
subject, but must relate to the
Hispanic experience. Papers should

be 10 to 15 pages in length, typed
and double-spaced, and should be
taken along with appropriate
references to Chicano Studies,
room 204 irt Marron Hall.
Submission forms ate available
from the office.
The author of each paper selected
by an interdisciplinary student/faculty committee will receive a
$25 honorarium upon presentation
at the forum.

total of two hours, he said.
Knapton said he felt ballots were
not available at critical times when
most dorm students would be
voting.
Romero said he felt the election
went "pretty smooth" considering
the pressure from candidates.
He said he felt candidates and
organizations shoufd campaign for
their issues.

COLLEGE GRADS
WANTED-FOR
INTERNATIONAL
PROJECTS

• AGRICULTURE
IUS INESS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

EDUCATION • MATH/SCIENCE
CIVIl. ENGINEERING
FRENCH
HOME ECON.

MATH

NURS!NG
THE SCIENCES

YOU CAN 8EOOME INVOLVED IN AN ~PORTANT.
MEANINGFUL MOVEMENT FOR WORLD PEACE AS A
PEACE CORPS VOLUNTEER, Af.JO HELP PEOPLE IN A
THIRD-WORLD COUNTRV wtTH PROBLEMS OF POV·

ERTV. HUNGER, ANI) DISEASE.
F·YOU ARE WIWNG TO SHARE YOUR SKIU.S WITH
PEOPLE WHO REAUY NEED 1HEM AND ARE ABI..E
TO PUT OFF CLIMBING THAT LADDER, GmWG
THOSE IENEFITS, AND ACCUMULATING POSSES.
liONS, CONSIDER THE PEACE CORPS AS AN N.•
tERNATIVE fiOR 1WO YEARS OF YOUR LIFE.

SEE rA"RRS JmmNTATIVE:
Audon Trujillo, Peace Corps Recruiter
Permanent Campus Office:
Latin American Institute
801 Yale, NE
Phone: 277-2961
Office Hours: Monday-Thurs'day 8 AM-Noon
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English Deparbnent May Offer Alternative Writing Minor
Kathy Baca
The English department may
soon offer students an alternative
writing program.
Paul D'lvis, director of undergraduate English, said a minor
in professional writing is being
considered for students interested
in writing for businesses.
"A fact of our society," Davis
said, "is that a great many people
in positions of significance and
inlluence can't write; this means

more business people and
professionals looking for people to
do their writing."
The department, which now only
offers its writing students a degree
in creative writing, has received
several requests for these courses
from engineers and science majors
as well as English majors, who want
to write for their particular fields,
Davis said.
A minor in professional writing
would train students in non-fiction

investigative writing skills that allow students a semester of acbusinesses look for when they hire, tually working with a company or a
publisher, giving students firsthe said,
The minor would consist of !8, hand working experience before
possibly 21 hours in eXpository and they receive their degrees.
Although the fate of the minor is
technical
writing,
editing,
publishing
and
manuscript still undecided, Davis said a definite
preparation and analytical reading "yes or no" decision is expected by
classes. Also included in the minor the end of the semester.
He said the reason for tne dela,y is
would be an internship at various,
local technical writing agencies and the unfinished ground work. A new
faculty member is needed to oversee
publishing campanies.
An internship, Davis said, would the program and local agencies for

the internship must be found. Also,
classes required for the minor must
be drawn up.
However, Davis said, students
could conceivably start taking
courses already in existance whi.:h
apply toward the minor next
semester. lf the minor is implemented, it will be in effect by fall
1983, he said.
Students interested in the
program. can cont&ct Davis for
further information.

Meeting Set for Teaching English to Non-Native Speakers
Multicultural puppetry, literacy
and preparation for teaching
English as a foreign language arc
among the topics of a one-day
conference Saturday.
a
New
Mexico TESOL,
professional organization for those
concerned with teaching English to
speakers of other languages, will
hold its fourth annual spring
conference at the Old Albuquerque'
Airport Terminal Building, located

at the end of Yale Boulevard, SE.

Skills Textbook for Students of puppetry, developed to further
Eng/ish
as a Second Language. cultural and ethnic awareness.
The conference will open at 8:30

a.m. with a plenary address by Dr.
Mark A. Clarke on "The Conditions
of
Literacy:
An
Examination of the Inner Game of
Reading and Writing." Clarke,
associate professor of English as a
Second Language and bilingual
education at the University of
Colorado, Denver, co-authored the
book Reader's Choice: A Reading

Clarke will also present a keynote
workshop on materials development and classroom dynamics for
teaching reading and writing,
A second keynote workshop will
be conducted by Camy Condon,
who will discuss and demonstrate
her work with multicultural

Currently the multicultural consu.ltant for Puppeteers of America,
Inc., Condon has taught, lectured
and performed worldwide.
Other presentations will include
paragraph writing for ESL,
methods for using ESL in content
areas and the Freire Approach to

•
I

ESL.
Preregistration is $5 for members, $8 for non-members and can
be mailed to Margaret Harvey, 816
Edith SE, Albuquerque, 87102.
Registration forms can be picked
up in the Humanities Building,
room 526 or room 3042 Mesa Vista
Hall, For more information,
contact Marty Furch at 277-6353,

Nursing Curriculum May Change
Lauren Miller
The University of New Mexico
College of Nursing is planning
curriculum changes from a semiintegrated system to more of a
block model in hopes of providing a
better learning experience for
nursing students.
The changes should be effective
by fall1983, after meeting approval
from the University Curricula
Committee.
Nicki Potts, UNM nursing in·
structor and chairperson of
college's curriculum committee of
faculty and student representatives
said that the block system, which
was done away with 10 years ago, is
being brought back as a basis for a
new model, after trying different
systems.
For example, said Potts, "In
1976, the college developed an
integrated program, as well as a
self-paced program, where the
students could go through the
curriculum .at their own pace,
regardless of how long it took. That
lasted one year. It did not work.
Most people who were here at that
time were hopeful, and thought it
was a tremendous idea because
from a learning point of view, it
met the needs of the students."
She said one reason the system
did not work was because it conflicted with the bureaucratic system
of the University.
"Grades had to be turned in at

the end of the semester and there
were students who weren't finished
with the courses, They were giving
out 30 incompletes in one course
because the students weren't
finished. It caused a lot of hassle,
and a lot of problems with students'
scholarships and financial aid," she
said.
Potts said the system caused
problems '"ith clinical agencies the
college uses. The hospitals needed
to know the number of students
who were to work in order to
schedule the rest of their staff.
Another problem resulting from
the self-paced experiment was the
lack of room in the college of
nursing building, she said.
"The building we have today was
built around the idea of having
small seminar-type classes. We have
only one large classroom in this
whole building that we share with
the College of Pharmacy. The rest
of the classrooms are small and we
have to seat at least 30 students in
these," she said.
"Now that we've changed to a
different type of program, we
sometimes have classes as big as I 00
students," she added.
There are four levels in the
college of nursing. Potts said that
levels three and four are less integrated than levels one and two.
After the first year, the college
changed the curriculum to a semiintegrated program. For example,
the students in level three, or the

first semester of their senior year,
carried regular classes as well.
Students first learn the classroom
contents of nursing theory, then go
into the actual setting.
Potts said the curriculum is now
being changed to a block type of
program. "We're going back to
what they used to have where
students spend half of the semester
in one specialty area and the other
half in another. So we're rea!ly
going back to the specialty course,''
she said.
The block model previously used
was more of a disease-oriented
system based somewhat on a
medical model. Potts said the
college has not yet decided whether
it wants to resume this approach.
"The whole field of nursing is
very reluctant to base itself on a
medical model and l don't think
we'll see that happening, as most of
our faculty is opposed to that,"
Potts said,
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An example of a change in the
curriculum would be to have
students begin work with illness and
move .to wellness, as opposed to
working with different types of
patients throughout their clinical
experience, said Potts.
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All of the changes have so far
been approved by the college's
curriculum committee and faculty,
although the details have not been
worked out.
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"They want to work with sick
people and apply all of their
nursing skills such as giving
medicine, and right now, we're
asking them to wait a semester to
do.that," Potts said.
An additional change in the
system wil! include core courses on
subject such as stress, pain, and
anxiety, to help ·students with their
specialty classes.
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Today Only Day to Get '83 Final Tickets
Joe Clumdler

If you have any intentions of
attending
the
.1983 National
Collegiate Athletic Association
basketball finals, today is the day
you should have your application
and money in the mail if you want
to be eligible for the drawing of
tickets.
The semifinals and finals will be
held at University Arena April2-4,
1983.
Entries must be postmarked on
April I only, to be eligible for the
April 29th drawing. It is estimated
that 60,000 applications will be

received for the 4000 tickets
available.
University Aren<> has a seating
capacity of I 7, 131 ; however, it is
estimated that 800 to 1000 scats
could be eliminated for the large
number of press expected to attend.

same as everyone else
nation," Keith said.

in

!

According to John Keith, sports
information director at UNM, New
Mexico f&ns will receive no
Applications must be acpreferential treatment in the comp&nied by a cashiers check or a
drawing,
money order. Tickets are $40 each,
"This is a NCAA event and and applicants are limited to four
U NM has no control over it tickets only, Applications can still
whatsoever. It's kind of tough on be picked up today at the Arena
those people who have been sup- ticket office, but if you want to be
porting our program, but their in the drawing, you had better
chnnces of getting tickets are the hurry.

~

·

BANQUET

University of New Mexico
gymnasts Matt Arnot and Steve
Jennings will be competing in the
NCAA gymnastic championships
which begin today at Lincoln, Neb.
Arnot, the Lobes leading allarounder, is making his first appearance, Jennings, the defending
nation(!] pommel horse champion,
is making his fourth,
Arnot is ranked in the top ten
nationally for all-around. Jennings
is ranked first in the pommel horse.
In theW AC regionals, Arnot had
his career high score of 56.8 to win
the all-around, and Jennings won
the pommel horse with a 9.85.

Former UNM basketball coach
Bob King will be the guest speaker
and Mike Roberts will be the emcee
at tbe annual Lobo basketball
awards banquet Friday night.
The dinner will be held at the
Albuquerque Country Club, 601
Laguna SW, and will start at 6;30
p.m.
Awards will be presented for
most valuable player, best defensive
player and most unselfish devotion
to the team.
Tickets will cost 12.50 and the
public is welcome. For further
information, call the Lobo
basketball office at 277-6372.
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Ray Abeyta
You don't really notice them on
They're
anonymous,
campus.
typical-looking
young
adults.
They're older for the most part, late
twenties, early thirties. There's
nothing much to give them away.
They used to be a lot more obvious,
or so it seemed, kind of grungy
looking, bags under the eyes, a
cultivated starved look to their
appearance. But this is the eighties,
Reagan, career insecurity and all of
that. They've changed with the
times too.
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It's the extra-fine rolling ball of Pilot's remarkable new Precise Ball Liner
Pen. {If you haven't guessed which one it is.look at the top photo again.
It's the trim beauty on the bottom left.)
But unlike the others. the real beauty ofPilot'sPredse Ball Liner is
the extra-fine line it puts on paper. It glides smoothly across the page
because its tinytungstencarbide.ball is held securely within a needle-like
stainless steel collar. Acollar that makes the Precise Ball Liner the most
durable. trouble-free rolling ball pen you can buy.
It's Jetter-writer'sjoy. An artist's dream.
)
A scribbler's delight.
9ne more fine point: the Pilot Precise ~"' ...... .
Ball Lmer doesn't have a big, fat
~·"_~_.i!llifl""'.
price.lt'sjust a skinny
. "\"

$1.19.
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l'm talking about that. species of
student known as the graduate
artist. Times have changed, that's
pretty obvious, and this year's lot
of UNM art grads seem to be
representative of current trends for
young adults. They used to be quite
a lively bunch here at UNM, the
first to get wasted and obnoxious at
parties, openings and any number
of social events that brought artists
together. They were vocal,
politically active, their works and
influences were everywhere to be
found on the local art scene.
So where did they all go?
Enrollment in the art school certainly isn't down, there seems to be
just as many of them as there

-~-....

always has been; they're just so
awfully quiet.
Well, the other night I got the
chance to take a peek at the work
being hung on the walls in the Fine
Arts Museum, stacks of works were
scattered on the floor. The lights
were out in some of the galleries;
the museum had the feeling of a
warehouse in Limbo - waiting,
just waiting.
1 wandered down the steps to the
lower gallery. Debby Spector's
panel installation was the first thing
to be seen, Eye·Talk in color. In the
spacious darkness of the gallery I
felt like I'd come across the remains
of some lost culture. 1 moved on to
other works that were already hung
and squinted in the darkness to
catch the obscured details. Stepping
around clutters of paper and the
various debris, I made my way
through the museum like a prowler.
All of that solitary confinement
was spent in the studios it seems;
even in the darkness, (or perhaps
due to it) the work I saw emanated
a presense that all but made up for
the apparent anti-social stance of its
makers.
The show will open this Friday.
The lights will be on, the works
displayed in their appropriate
places. People will mill around the
works like architectual figures in
diagrams for proposed projects,
and the work will be "Art" proper
at the UNM Fine Arts Museum.
This is their and your last chance to
see all of the collected works of this
group of artists. They may not have
been socially obvious, but the work
more than makes up fori!.
There will be an opening
reception Friday night from 6 to 8
p.m. and the show will be on
exhibitthrough May 16.
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Roll, Spicy Beans, Jalapeno Pepper, and Medium Beve.ra. ge
S189 with coupon
Open at
Reg. 8221
11 :00 Daily
Use our convenient drive op windows at
1830 Lomas at Vale
Other Locations
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. ,
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10015 Central NE
~. 5231 Central NW
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MA/MFA Grads Make
Anonymous Obvious

~

April 5th through April 8th
Watch Lobo for poll
times and locations.

GYMNASTICS

Arts

i

Elections

~
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Graduate Student Association

~

the

The remaining 14,000 tickets will
be allocated to the final four teams
in the tournament, the NCAA
itself, approximately 2000 to the
National Coaches Association and
a percentage to the host school,

i ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '...., ..................., ....i
~

Sports Briefs
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Campus Griefs
SUB Director Bif Bolt today announced he will
expand the SUB games area to accommodate a
massage pador.

.

' •"!

'.

!'opull!r Entertainment Chairman Andy Griffin said
today there is no truth to the rumor that the committee, now $1,6 million in debt, would begin to show
re-runs ofthe "Partridge Family" as a fundraiser.
Griffin added he would leave tomorrow for
Washington to lobby for federal relief spending to

going to take it avymorel" he said.
Duarte could not be reached for comment.

••

University of New MexicQ are mad as hell and are ppt

The live candidates and Romeo
. were then seen skipping arm in arm
to the nearest bar to drink a toast to
Errors' election, to each other and
to the wise choices the students
have made in this year's squeaky
clean election.
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accepted the presidency of the Boy
Scouts of Russia in Moscow.
Floppes said sl!e will operate
UNM from Alaska and forsees no
obstructions in the performance of
her University duties.
However, Lobotomy reporter
Robert "Another-Award-WinningStacy" BurntToast said he vetoed
that self-appointment in light of the
fact he knows more about Flop pes'

;

Ole fool
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antics than she ever will, and he
disapproves.
BurntToast appointed someone (
of his own choosing to the post.
I
Since. Bavis has assumed his post
as the Moscow Boy Scouts
president, acting president Marvin
D. "Haig" Johnson has doubled
faculty salaries, eliminated student
tuition and opened a student pub,
complete with dancing girls.

Forage

0

~

For information call -'44--'-'90
(9-') or 296-.2-'-'2

~
~
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Floppes' Self~Appointment as President Fails ·i

UNM President Dud Bavis today
announced he would be seeking the
presidency in Kalamazoo, Peoria,
Butcher Falls and Bramble Creek,
North Dakota,
"Look for me when you see me
coming," Davis said in his parting
statement,
GSA President Elaine Floppes
said she would assume the UNM
Presidency since Dud Bavis has

~

persona growt on creo lVI · r0 ups o s pn ~
~ 6th. $1 0 per session. 10 sessions.
~

·

Sanfranciso Lopez.
S.aranwrap said he was "proud to
have beaten such a worthy qpponent. I hope he remains in the
Senate so 1 can appoint him to some
important positions and work
closely with him."

I

.

~
I'!

~Squeaky Clean~.- - - - - continued fTom p~~ge12
election with the clear, strong
election code our past enlightened
student Senates worked on and
passed."
Also, Dan Saranwrap edged out
good friend and fellow senator

.

If you would lika a fraa color postar of Tha Fool for use in your classroom or office.
contact Steffanie Gibbons in the UNM Pvblio Information Office. 277-5813.

I Learn toI use· your
dreams for self-underston.ding !
h
d
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.Lobby Comm1ttee c;ha1rman M1chael
L1fer
Gallina announced tgday he will personally sponsor an
international calJ.in campaign to General Jose Duarte
in El Salvado.r to "stop a~cepting U.S. military aid
when so many of our Amen can students cannot attend
our public universities.
"That mone.y co. uld be sendin.g UN.M students to
school and I'm sick and tired of it. We at the

Bolt said massage parlor employees must be workstudy qu<~lified and (]ave a4.0 GPA.

1

Dream Therapy for Women

~

cover the overspending.
"IfChryslercandoit !lnyonecan "hesaid.
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3920 Central SE (
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Lobotomy Attempts Popular Approach
Okay. Okay. I give up. I'm turning the paper into a blood and
guts scandal
sheet. With
cheesecake.
At least one photo of a student in
minimal clothing is going to appear
In every issue and at least one story
about rape or multiple murders will
appear on every front page.
This should, I hope, end the
accusations of bias or lack of
coverage. We will in no way
discriminate against any dead or

mangled person. And we will cover
no more campus news since very
few murders occur on campus. No
on campus rapes will be reported
because the campus police
department doesn't like it and we
are tired of getting tickets.
You think it's hard to be a
student on this campus? You think
it's hard to be an administrator?
You think it's hard to be a faculty
member? Try to be the editor of the
campus paper and keep all those

groups happy.
It's
impossible.
Completely
impossible. Frustratingly beyond
my reach.
I'm giving up. There are only
eleven issues left under my regime
(you don't have to look so happy)
and I'll he gone,
So· I figure, "Everybody likes
scandal. Look at the sales figures
for the National Enquirer."
So it's your paper now. Take
good .care of it. I'm going home.

The NtW Mt:dco Dally Lobotomy is atcaslonall)'
published on April 1 by the. Bored of SophomoriC
Publicatioru ()(the University Of New Mexico, and b
not llnanclaHy as5odated with UNM. Seccnd clas:~
(which b onlr appropriate) postage paid at

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131.
Big Cheese ••••••. , •••••• Helen "Shorty'' Ooeswlld
Barcly•Managing·Edhor •• , . , • , , •••• , .Killer Glbbs
Noose Editor.,,,,.,,.,.,.,., ... , .Judy Nskanaka
Coffee Ed Iter .••••.•. , •.•••.•. , •• ,Marsarcl Black
Cinematographer •••••.•• , .• ,·~, Will Bm•·cuck"?
AII·Night·Long Bdltor • , •• , • , •••• eras Christening
IA:Uers Submbdon Polley:

All letters to the big ch«se. must be under :ZS words
in length and complimentary to the DtllY Lobotomy
start. AuthOr$ or letters which areno(c6mplimttitary
to thestartwill be llb$1cd_in the paper,

CONTACT LENS
SALT TABLETS $4.50
B&L SQUEEZE BOTTlES
$2.00
(J door 1 WEST of Rtu:all Drug}

• Applications due April 8
(Thursday)
• Mandatory Orientation
meeting April 12
• Clinic begins April13
• Tryouts on April 17
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50%
DISCOUNT
on all Hair
Services at

PETE'S
PLACE
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Applications available in the StudentActi·
vities Center

Casey Optical Co.

~
a.

UNM CHAPARRALS
(dance and cheer squad)
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1l1 tl1c lcscttb of tl1cTarot, tl1c fool rcprcse11ts ma11s strMggle
bctwee11 creative actio11 a11b blil'ib impulse. €t1ers'1 ·
co11servatio11, wl1icl1 bcmo11stratcs co11cer11 for the f«t«rc
of tl1c vlat1ct, is a victor'1 of l1«mat1potcJ1tial.
Ol11'1 a fool wastes cJ1ers'1·
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~
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Call 277-4706

'

for further information.
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UNM Energy Conservation Program
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Lance Loses Election
To Broadcaster Errors
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Thursday, April 1, 1982
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Soup E. Kitchen
Staff Transient

•·'

The ASUNM
presidential
election had two winners Wednesday when the candidate with the
majority of the vote was invalidated
because he was not a UNM student.
Rabid Lance, who became
famous after running for governor
on a cocaine ticket, won the seat on
a write-in campaign with 69 percent
of the vote but accepted defeat
gracefully when he learned he had
to be a student to hold the position.
Runner-up Larry Errors, a KOB
radio announcer and a one-hour
communicative disorders student,
said he was pleased with his
unexpected win.

''1 know I said I wanted the
university presidency so that I could
live in a big house and have
cushioned seats at basketball
games," Errors said. "But the
ASUNM presidency pays better and
there is a $300,000 potential for
embez71ement.
Lance said he felt the election
proved that write-ins can succeed if
they are obviously the best can.
didate.
"I'm surprised that 69 percent of
those who voted, 312 students, can
write,P Lance said.
He said he would sign up for a
course next spring semester so that
he could run for office,
"Do they offer underwater
basket weaving?"

Top Candidates Agree
Election Squeaky Clean
~f.T.

Head

Officials and candidates involved
in Wednesday's ASUNM election
all agreed that the election was run
"so clean it squeaked."

DAY 142: BALLOT BOX HELD HOSTAGE - Albuquerque police [top /eft] continue to search
students and faculty one-by-one for the missing Fall 1981 ASUNM General Election ballot box, but
to no avail. The box disappeared Nov. 10, 1981, after the Daily Lobotomy began an investigation of
possible election violations. The nationally-ranked Campus Scuba Recovery Team still drags the
duck pond [bottom left), although only the body of a student who disappeared in 1944, a black boot
and a 1969 college algebra teJCtbook have bean found. A member of the newly-formed Campus Land
Search Team began today to dig up Yale Park [right] in the investigation.

"Not one election regulation was
broken. Not one campaign
spending limit was passed," said
Elections Commission Chairman
Elfin Romeo. "Gee, it's just so easy
to run a election with such a swell
bunch of guys as those that ran in
this election. You know what I
mean."

"l'm so surprised that I won,"
said presidential winner Larry
Errors. "I just don't know what to
say. I'm truly at a loss for words.
"I intend to keep every campaign
promise that I made during the
election," Errors said. "l'rn very
first and had to stand on a desk to to senator pleading for support.
After suspending the standing grateful to the other candidates for
be seen.
rules, Battlefield said if there were the support and _encouragement
Standing beside Goeswild both no objections he would assume a 18 they offered me and each other
on the desk and in her support of to 1 victory.
during the campaign. They were
Nakanaka was Daily Lobo
such swell candidates.
Later
that
evening
at
a
party
held
managing editor Killer Gibbs who
"I'm especially flattered to have
argued, "l can't believe this. I have by UNM Vice President Twead won such an election at such a
work to do and you are wasting my Johnson, Goes wild commented, "I school as this in which 98 percent of
thought it was a lot of fun."
·
time."
the student body votes after
Nakanaka and Gibbs echoed her carefully keeping informed on the
Gibbs strutted out of the meeting
issues that really affect the whole
shortly after that to finish "laying sentiments.
Gibbs had to leave the party early student body, not just their own
out the paper."
special interests," Errors gushed.
to "lay out the paper."
Sen. Robert "Mob" Lynch,
speaking on behalf of the rneasure,
said, ''The incongruity of the
comparable futuristic employments
are inconsequential in one sense
and totally applicable and viable in
another. l think we should do it."

Fiery Argun1ent ThW'arts Challenge
by S. Sorce

In the most fiery senate meeting
to date, a challenge to Judy
"Scoop" Nakanaka's senate seat
was thwarted by the combined
efforts of senate leaders and Daily
Lobo personneL
An emergency resolution brought
up by junior senator Slim
"SayWhatyouwill" Rogers was
defeated 18 to 1 in an unusual floor
argument.
The measure would have
required Nakanaka to resign her
senate seat because of her editorial
position at the Lobo.
Nakanaka opened the discussion
by questioning Roger's ethics.
''O.K. Rogers, what's the scoop?
Why do you Want to pick Oil me?''
she asked.
Nakanaka pointed out that there
have been many others who have
held positions at the Daily Lobo
and with the senate.
"Of cour1e, none of them have
been as good as me," she said,
"Or as competent,'' she added.
Speaking
on
behalf
of
Nakanaka, Helen "Shorty"
Ooeswild, Daily Lobo editor, said,
"I let every little senator who wants
to see him name in print write for
my Stupid paper and finally one of
you does a decent job and you want
tCJ get rid of her.''
Goeswild faced difficulties at

Without proper recognition from
the
chair,
Sen.
Traci
"Everybody'saLobo" Wolf
shouted, ''Think again, Robert.''

Meter Maids' Manes
Maliciously Mangled

Ten University of New Mexico
meter maids were reportedly seen
towed away by their hair from the
Speaking to Nakanaka she lJNM campus.
APD Police Chief Blackey
continued, "The man is clueless,"
Sen. Maddog Maddy, who had Hansen said, "They were towed for
been asleep, rose to his feet and standing 15 minutes in a 10 rninute
started
shouting,
"KUNM, loading zone.
"I would have done the same to
KUNM."
any of my officers who have broken
Bill Battlefield, ASUNM vice the law. There is no preferential
president, responded, "Oh, shut treatment in my offlce, nosirree!''
up, Eric. We aren't even talking
Meter Maid Martha "Coinabout KUNM. Damn, that just change'' McDonald said, ''This
chaps my fanny."
whole thing is ridiculous. I was just
lt was at this point all hell broke getting ready to leave when they
wrapped my hair around the hook
loose.
In a last ditch attempt to save the and dragged me off.
"I can't understand the lack of
measure, Rogers ran from senator

corn passion," she wailed.
McDonald said she and Time
Newsom are forrning a Citizen
Against Loading Zones Coalition.
Meanwhile at the Daily Lobo
editor Helen "ShortY" Goeswild
could be heard shouting into the
telephone at UNM Police Chief
Burry Box, "They deserved every
rnile they were draggedP'
Students with Disabled on
Campus stormed Campus Police
demanding to know why several
wheelchairs had
been found
chained to meters by vehicle ill1·
mobilizers.
Box told the DOC, "The law's
the law. We reccommend a call-in
carnpaign.''
(;fl(J(

"They're such a swell bunch of
students.
"I look forward to working with
the outgoing president to make a
smooth transition between administrations," Errors said. "l
hope to keep on as many of his
cabinet people as will stay, seeing as
how they are all so well qualified.
They're such a swell bunch of
cabinet officers."
Rabid Lance, a write-in candidate who captured 69 percent of
the vote but was disqualified for
not being a student, said, "I'm
sorry that I lost. But although I
have lost, the students have still
won by choosing such a highly
qualified man as Larry. If 1 had to
lose, I'm glad it was to such a great
man."
Third place candidate Michael
Gallina also took his loss in stride.
"I'm sorry 1 lost. But iL must have
been because the voters believed 1
was not as qualified for the job as
Errors and I believe it. lf I had to
lose, I'm glad it was to such a
highly qualified candidate as Larry.
"I'll just keep working at it and
hope to someday be as highly
qualified artd deserving of the
public's trust as Larry is," Gallina
said. "In fact, Larry said he will
appoint me as his aide in
preparation for possible future
elections so I can serve the students
better. We are even going to live
together so we can work more
closely all the time.''
Errors said, "Gallina will be an
admirable addition to my staff.
With him helping me, there is no
doubt the students will be better
served,'' Errors said. "In fact, I
plan to pay Mikey with part of the
president's
presently
inflated
salary. That will save the students'
money for more services while
gaining them a new, vital servant.''
"He's such a swell guy," Errors
said.
"And speaking of swell guys,
how about that Elfin Romeo,''
Errors said. "He gave the candidates clear and forceful guidance
during the campaign. There was
never any doubt about what the
candidates could and could not
do.''
"Es Nada," Romeo said.
"lt's easy to run a squeaky clean
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continued on page 11
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